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delivery times are getting shorter and
these machines support short pro-
duction cycle times. Jacquard
machines are also having great suc-
cess, as the demand for top-quality
fabrics is still a trend.

To present the versatility of the
Swiss textile machinery industry and
its peripheral sectors, TTeexxttiillee  WWoorrlldd
AAssiiaa invited the members of the
Swiss Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering Industries’ (Swissmem’s)
Textile Machinery Division to take

part in a country overview. The
results are published in Table 1.

The Future
For 2013, the experts, including

Economiesuisse, predict GDP growth
of some 0.6 percent. However, there
are significant differences among the
sectors: The watch industry, of course,
pharmaceuticals and aviation should
be the winners. On the other hand,
industry sectors like mechanical, elec-
trical and metal; but also other sectors

such as textiles, paper and the plastics
industries will continue to suffer from
the crisis in the eurozone.

The Swiss textile machinery man-
ufacturers are confident about 2013,
but they have certain reservations; the
same or even better results than they
had in 2012 should be possible for
most of them. Rieter says that if the
euro crisis ends, the European econo-
my will generate further demand.

The promising markets for 2013
are more or less the same as in 2012:
Asia in general but particularly China
and India; Brazil, Turkey; the United
States; and the EU.

It seems quite clear for the Swiss
that textile mass production will
move further toward Asia, but also to
Latin America and North Africa. On
the other hand, the demand for tech-
nical fabrics will grow further in
Western countries. As Rieter men-
tions: “Markets will stay dynamic
and volatile. Flexibility and speed will
remain very important. Asia with its
domestic growth has high potential.”

The Secret
And what is the secret of success

for Switzerland? For decades, the
unemployment rate has been
between 2.5 and 3.0 percent. Swiss
people tend to be very independent
— this is probably one of the reasons
the country is still not part of the EU.
As citizens of a country with limited
natural resources, the Swiss are hard
workers. They know very well that
success will only come with hard
work and top products. This is also
the case for Swiss textile machinery.
For 2013, economiesuisse predicts an
unemployment rate of 3.3 percent.
This is still very good compared to
other nations. After all, there is no
enigma: the recipe is very simple:
Don’t talk — work! TTWW AAssiiaa

Table 1

Traditional & Industrial 
Textile Applications

Calorifer Other machinery and accessories

MMF production (spun) (PET, PA, PP, others) (industrial only)

itema Air-jet weaving machines (max. width) 360 cm

Rapier weaving machines (max. width) 460 cm

Projectile weaving machines 655 cm

Retech Other machinery and accessories

Texturing machinery  (industrial only)

Heated godets, drawing machines (industrial only)

Rieter Short-staple spinning preparation (cotton, MMF)

Short-staple spinning machinery (cotton, MMF)

Cards

Stäubli Weaving preparation machinery

Rapier weaving machines (max. width) 500 cm

Cam motions, dobbies, jacquard and harnesses

Uster Quality and quality assurance

Trützschler Winders and packaging machinery

Complete lines

SSM Schärer Texturing machinery

Schweiter Doubling machinery

Mettler AG Covering machinery

Draw winding / false twist texturing

Winders and sewing thread winding

Singeing machinery


